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In the Author Comment "AC1: 'Reply to SC1', Tang Kai, 27 Dec 2017", "We have add 'Nishizawa et al., 2016' in References, and add 'Lidar data were provided by courtesy of AD-Net (http://wwwlidar.nies.go.jp/AD-Net).’ in Acknowledgement." should be "We have added 'Shimizu et al., 2016' in References, and added 'Lidar data were provided by courtesy of AD-Net (http://wwwlidar.nies.go.jp/AD-Net).’ in Acknowledgement."

Very sorry about this mistake, and it may be misunderstood by others. Actually, I have modified the original manuscript according to Dr. Sugimoto’s suggestions, and the modified manuscript was attached as the Supplement, which can be seen by the
editor.

In addition, I am very sorry about that I neglected the following data policy of AD-Net, "When the user submits a paper to some journal or makes oral presentation utilizing data from AD-Net, the user has to obtain permission from data manager (currently A. Shimizu) for the usage." Considering the importance of the lidar data from AD-Net in this publication, we have invited Dr. Shimizu as one of co-authors. Many thanks for the outstanding work of all the members who contribute to AD-Net, and thank Dr. Sugimoto for his kindness.